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Abstract

Beyond motivations to achieve particular outcomes, people also have motivations to use particular
strategies while pursuing these outcomes. This article integrates research on the latter strategic preferences and discusses the place of such research in the broader investigation of motivated thinking.
A review of studies examining the strategic preferences stemming from both motivations for promotion versus prevention (Higgins, 1997) and motivations for locomotion versus assessment (Higgins, Kruglanski, & Pierro, 2003) illustrates that these preferences have unique effects on basic
processes of judgment, including the evaluation of alternative hypotheses or counterfactuals, the
prioritization of fast versus accurate information processing, and the recall and activation of knowledge from memory. Moreover, this review also demonstrates important interactions between strategic preferences and outcome preferences. Strategic preferences thus appear to make distinct and
important contributions to understanding how motivation influences judgment and should feature
prominently in general analyses of motivated thinking.

At some point, most of us have indulged in ‘‘wishful thinking’’ or ‘‘let our hearts run away
with our heads.’’ That is, we have engaged in motivated thinking and experienced the effects
of our needs, desires, and goals on our information processing, perceptions, and reasoning.
Indeed, much research has found motivated thinking to be pervasive in both everyday and
high-stakes judgment and decision-making (Dunning, 1999; Kunda, 1990; Kruglanski,
1996; for recent overviews see Balcetis, 2008; Molden & Higgins, 2005, forthcoming).
However, such research has primarily focused on how the types of outcomes people are
motivated to reach during judgment, such as concluding that they are virtuous (Dunning,
1999), socially connected (Baumeister & Leary, 1995), and in control (Whitson &
Galinsky, 2008), create biases that make these desired conclusions more likely. This article
describes an alternate approach to motivated thinking that examines how motivation
affects judgment by influencing not only the conclusions people desire to reach, but also
the manner in which they prefer to form these conclusions. Several separate programs of
research have shown that such preferences for particular strategies of information processing during judgment also have important effects on the conclusions people reach (Higgins
& Molden, 2003; Kruglanski, Orehek, Higgins, Pierro, & Shalev, 2010). The present
review integrates this research on strategic preferences and discusses its relationship to the
broader literature on motivated thinking.
Strategy-Oriented Versus Outcome-Oriented Motivations
Success in one’s personal and professional life is an outcome that most people desire. As
noted, this desire (among others) can then alter how information processing is initiated,
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implemented, and utilized so as to produce more generous evaluations of how well one
is achieving such outcomes (Kunda, 1990; Molden & Higgins, 2005, forthcoming). However, most people are also motivated to pursue success (and other desired outcomes) in
what they perceive to be ‘‘right way’’ (Higgins, 2000, 2008). These additional motivations can then influence the value they place on pursuing some means and strategies for
success (e.g., innovation, risk-taking, and decisive action) over others (e.g., vigilance, caution, and exhaustive analysis). Such differing values then, in turn, alter people’s information processing so as to conform to their valued strategies (Higgins & Molden, 2003;
Scholer & Higgins, 2008). Thus, although past discussions of how motivation affects basic
judgment processes primarily focus on the effects of outcome-oriented motivations, strategy-oriented motivations can have profound effects the on initiation and utilization of
these processes as well.
Furthermore, beyond representing an additional influence of motivation on judgment,
strategy-oriented motivations operate differently from outcome-oriented motivations in
important ways. People typically recognize that simply endorsing judgment outcomes
they prefer is neither wise nor acceptable; therefore they may often attempt at least some
adjustment for the anticipated effects of their outcome preferences (even if they
frequently do not eliminate these effects; Kunda, 1990). However, because people’s
preferred strategies essentially involve perceptions about the right way to form judgments,
they should have little inclination to adjust for these preferences. Moreover, because people do not have the same access to the processes by which they arrive at judgments as
they do to judgment outcomes (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), even were they to try to adjust
for their strategic preferences, they would be more likely to fail. Thus, although less frequently discussed, the effects of strategy-oriented motivations on judgment may at times
be more subtle and more difficult to correct (cf. Lerner & Tetlock, 1999; Lind & Tyler,
1988), which illustrates the importance of more fully integrating such motivations into
broader analyses of motivated thinking.
Sources of Strategic Preferences: Regulatory Focus and Regulatory Mode
Preferences for particular strategies of judgment can arise from motivations related to any
specific means or procedures of judgment and can affect any strategy that is perceived to
match and sustain such motivations (Higgins, 2000, 2008). However, existing research on
strategic preferences has almost exclusively involved one of two different classes of motivation: people’s regulatory focus (Higgins, 1997) or their regulatory mode (Higgins et al., 2003).
Regulatory focus describes the distinction between promotion concerns with attaining
growth and ensuring against missed opportunities versus prevention concerns with maintaining security and ensuring against threats. Whereas promotion concerns foster representations of goals as hopes and aspirations to be attained, prevention concerns foster
representations of goals as responsibilities and obligations to be maintained. Thus, because
they revolve around attaining growth, promotion concerns create preferences (at either a
conscious or unconscious level) for eager strategies that emphasize seeking opportunities for
gain, even at the risk of committing errors and accepting losses. In contrast, because they
revolve around maintaining security, prevention concerns create preferences for vigilant
strategies that emphasize a narrower focus on protecting against loss, even at the risk of
missing opportunities for gain (Higgins, 1997; Molden, Lee, & Higgins, 2008).
Regulatory mode describes a separate distinction between locomotion concerns with initiating action and making progress versus assessment concerns with critical analysis and
evaluation. Whereas locomotion concerns foster a primary focus on doing something,
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anything, to move closer to achieving one’s goals, assessment concerns foster a primary
focus on ensuring that one is doing the right thing before continuing goal pursuit. Thus,
because they revolve around movement, locomotion concerns create preferences (again at
either a conscious or unconscious level) for strategies of progressive elimination and moving
from evaluation to evaluation to sustain feelings of continuous progress. In contrast,
because they revolve around analysis, assessment concerns create preferences for strategies
of exhaustive comparison and delayed action to sustain feelings of thoroughness (Higgins
et al., 2003; Kruglanski et al., 2000).
Given all of these influences on people’s judgment strategies, differences in concerns
with promotion versus prevention or locomotion versus assessment should affect the processes by which people form their judgments even when preferences for judgment outcomes are the same. For example, among individuals who are all focused on achieving
the most accurate outcome possible, stronger promotion concerns should lead to broad
consideration of any possible information that could be relevant for attaining accuracy,
whereas stronger prevention concerns should lead to narrow consideration of only the
information that is most relevant to eliminate mistakes. Similarly, stronger locomotion
concerns should lead to reviewing each available piece of information and quickly deciding its importance, whereas stronger assessment concerns should lead to thoroughly
comparing and analyzing the relative importance of all the available information.
Several additional features of these distinctions between strategic preferences are also
worth noting. First, a greater focus on any of concerns described above often exists as a
chronic individual difference (Higgins et al., 2001; Kruglanski et al., 2000). However,
because everyone possesses some desire for both growth and security and for both progress and accuracy, everyone may also have any one of these concerns temporarily primed
by particular contexts, incentives, or situational constraints (see Kruglanski et al., 2010;
Molden et al., 2008). Furthermore, although, in some circumstances, concerns related to
regulatory focus and regulatory mode might produce similar-looking judgment strategies,
these concerns are conceptually independent. For example, both a broad, promotionfocused consideration of any possibly relevant information and a narrow, preventionfocused consideration of the most probably relevant information could be implemented
either using a rapid, locomotion-focused acceptance versus elimination or a more thorough, assessment-focused comparative analysis. Thus these two different sources of strategic preferences can simultaneously and independently affect judgment processes.
Effects of Strategic Preferences on Basic Judgment Processes
Space limitations preclude a comprehensive review of all the documented influences of
regulatory focus or regulatory mode on judgment and behavior (see Kruglanski et al.,
2010; Molden et al., 2008); in this article, I thus focus on the most basic effects of the
strategic preferences created by these motivational orientations on information processing
during judgment. As shown in Table 1, the types of effects investigated thus far include
the generation and evaluation of alternative hypotheses or counterfactuals, the prioritization of fast versus accurate information processing, and the selective recall and activation
of knowledge from memory.
Consideration of alternatives
Evaluating alternative hypotheses or choice options is central to most judgment processes.
Most of the information people encounter in their daily experiences involves some
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Assessment

Regulatory mode
Locomotion

Prevention

Regulatory focus
Promotion

Motivation

Analytic focus on
thoroughness and
accuracy

Progressive focus on
movement and
change

Vigilant focus on
protecting against
loss at the risk of
missing gains

Eager focus on gains
at the risk of
incurring losses

Preferred strategy

Priority for speed of
processing to
maximize feelings of
progress
Priority for accuracy of
processing to
maximize feelings of
thoroughness

Decreased counterfactual
thinking to ‘‘move on’’ to
other concerns

Increased counterfactual
thinking to thoroughly
analyze contingencies of
outcomes

Priority for accuracy of
processing to
minimize errors

Greater occurrence of
subtractive counterfactuals
that mentally undo
experienced losses

Endorsement of few
probable alternatives
to ensure elimination
of incorrect answers

Successive comparison
and elimination of
undesirable
alternatives across
multiple stages
Simultaneous and
exhaustive
comparison of all
available alternatives

Priority for speed of
processing to
maximize opportunity
for gain

Speed versus
accuracy

Greater occurrence of
additive counterfactuals
that mentally undo
missed gains

Counterfactual
thinking

Endorsement of many
possible alternatives
to ensure inclusion of
correct answers

Considering
alternatives

Effects on

No data yet available

No data yet available

Increased accessibility of
gain-related information;
reduced accessibility of
completed goals to
allow eager pursuit of
new gains
Increased accessibility of
loss-related information;
sustained accessibility of
completed goals to
sustain vigilance for the
need to resume previous
goals

Knowledge activation

Table 1 A summary of effects of preferred judgment strategies arising from motivations for promotion versus prevention and for locomotion versus
assessment on basic judgment processes
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degree of uncertainty. To form an interpretation upon which they can act, people must
frequently generate and choose among several different alternative possibilities. Differences in how they consider such alternatives can therefore influence many different judgment outcomes, and several programs of research have examined how strategic
preferences affect this consideration.
Effects of regulatory focus. In general, an eager, promotion-focused strategy of considering
alternatives involves remaining open to multiple possibilities and setting lower thresholds
for accepting potentially relevant information. This approach increases the likelihood of
identifying correct hypotheses and avoiding the omission of any important information,
even though it also increases the likelihood of endorsing alternatives that are mistaken.
Promotion-focused individuals thus typically prefer to select multiple hypotheses that are
possibly correct, and risk being wrong, rather than endorse fewer hypothesis and potentially miss being right. In contrast, a vigilant, prevention-focused strategy of considering
alternatives involves narrowing in on the few, most certain hypotheses and setting higher
thresholds for accepting potentially relevant information. This approach increases the
chance of rejecting incorrect hypotheses and avoiding commitment to information that is
mistaken, even though it also increases the likelihood of overlooking information that is
relevant and important. Prevention-focused individuals thus typically prefer to only
endorse a few hypotheses that are probably correct, and potentially miss other correct
alternatives, rather than to endorse more hypotheses and risk being wrong. Therefore,
overall, those with promotion concerns should generally endorse more alternatives during
judgment than those with prevention concerns.
Studies examining many different psychological processes have confirmed these effects.
One important instance of considering alternatives involves forming hypotheses about
what one perceives (Tversky, 2005). Therefore, Liberman, Molden, Idson, and Higgins
(2001) had participants identify objects in vague photographs (e.g., common household
objects photographed in extreme close-up or at odd angles). Individuals with chronically
or temporarily heightened promotion concerns generated more alternative identities than
individuals with chronically or temporarily heightened prevention concerns.
Another important instance of considering alternative hypotheses occurs when people
classify objects and individuals into larger categories (Murphy, 2002). Therefore, Molden
and Higgins (2004) provided participants with vague descriptions of individuals for whom
different categorizations were possible (e.g., ‘‘In all the time I have known Rob, he has
enjoyed literature, although he has not really decided if he wants to pursue it as a career’’
could support the trait categories intellectual, literary, or indecisive). As before, individuals
with temporarily heightened promotion concerns generated more categories than individuals with temporarily heightened prevention concerns (see also Crowe & Higgins, 1997).
More recent studies (Molden, Scholer, Lucas, & Richeson, 2011) have demonstrated
similar effects for implicit categorizations as well. After watching a video of a ‘‘fellow student’’, who was an African-American pre-med major, white college students with temporarily heightened promotion concerns responded relatively faster to words related to both
African-American and ‘‘pre-med’’ stereotypes. These results indicated the implicit activation of both these social categories. In contrast, students with temporarily heightened prevention concerns only responded relatively faster to words related to African-American
stereotypes. These results indicated the implicit activation of only the most salient social
category (i.e., the student’s non-shared ethnic identity).
Yet another important instance of considering alternatives occurs when people
attempt to explain others’ behaviors (Kelley, 1973). Therefore, Liberman et al. (2001)
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also had participants read a description of a target person’s helpful behavior and evaluate
several plausible explanations (e.g., the target was a helpful person, another individual
was clearly in need, or it was simply easy and convenient to help). Again, both chronically and temporarily promotion-focused individuals endorsed more alternative explanations than did prevention-focused individuals. Moreover, additional studies by Molden
and Higgins (2008) found similar effects when people explained their own behavior.
After receiving feedback that they had performed relatively well or poorly at an anagram task, participants evaluated several possible explanations for their performance,
including their ability and effort, the difficulty of the task, and luck or their current
mood. Regardless of their performance, individuals who were chronically or temporarily promotion-focused again endorsed more of these explanations than individuals who
were prevention-focused.
Extending these results from simply how many alternatives people generate or endorse,
Friedman and Förster (2001) examined whether eager, promotion-focused strategies of
considering alternatives also facilitate exploratory and imaginative processing styles,
whereas vigilant, prevention-focused strategies facilitate cautious and unimaginative processing styles. Supporting this proposition, when promotion concerns were temporarily
activated, participants generated a greater number of innovative uses for everyday objects,
as judged by independent observers, than when prevention concerns were activated (see
also Crowe & Higgins, 1997). Furthermore, chronic or temporarily promotion-focused
individuals solved a greater number of creative insight problems than prevention-focused
individuals, and were better able to overcome previous associations in memory to provide
novel responses on word completion tasks.
Beyond the consistent effects of eager or vigilant strategic preferences on the process of
considering alternatives while forming a variety of judgments, some of these studies also
demonstrated notable consequences of such preferences for the conclusions that people
ultimately reached. For example, the more alternative explanations people endorse for a
behavior, the less confident they can be in the validity of any single alternative (Kelley,
1973). Thus, in their efforts not to leave anything out when explaining their own or others’ behaviors, promotion-focused individuals actually formed more equivocal overall
impressions and were less able to generalize from these impressions to future situations. In
contrast, in their efforts not to commit to anything of which they were not sufficiently
certain, prevention-focused individuals actually formed more confident impressions from
which they were more willing to generalize (Liberman et al., 2001; Molden & Higgins,
2008). Additional studies have further shown that promotion-focused individuals’ preferences for considering more alternatives affects how they select and pursue goals, leading
them to (a) more readily abandon uncompleted goals for new opportunities (Liberman,
Idson, Camacho, & Higgins, 1999), (b) less readily escalate their commitment when
obstacles arise in previously chosen courses of action (Molden & Hui, 2011), and (c)
place more value on outcomes of decisions made from among many versus few choice
alternatives (Pham & Chang, 2010). Thus, the influence of eager or vigilant strategic
preferences on process of considering alternatives has important affects on the outcomes
of these processes.
Effects of regulatory mode. Fewer studies have examined the influence of preferences for
locomotion-focused strategies of progressive elimination or assessment-focused strategies
of exhaustive comparison on the consideration of alternatives. However, some
evidence exists for these effects as well. Avnet and Higgins (2003) showed that
participants whose locomotion concerns were temporarily activated reported greater
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satisfaction with decisions when instructed to use progressive elimination strategies than
when instructed to use exhaustive comparison strategies. That is, they evaluated a chosen product more favorably after they successively compared choice alternatives on one
dimension and eliminated the alternative evaluated as the worst on that dimension
than when they simultaneously compared all choice alternatives on all attribute dimensions. In contrast, individuals whose assessment concerns were temporarily activated
showed more satisfaction following simultaneous, exhaustive comparison versus progressive elimination. These results thus directly confirm that locomotion concerns with
progress and movement produce preferences for strategies of successively eliminating
choice alternatives and assessment concerns with analysis and critical evaluation produce
preferences for strategies of simultaneously comparing choice alternatives. These results
also suggest that future research should explore how such preferences might influence
the types of identification, categorization, and creativity effects described in the previous section.
Counterfactual thinking
Besides generating and evaluating hypotheses, another important judgment process is the
consideration of counterfactuals. Counterfactual thinking involves mentally undoing the
present by pondering what would have happened if only different actions had been taken,
and the way in which people engage in this process has multiple implications for their
feelings of regret and choices of future actions (Roese, 1997). Thus, studies have also
examined how different strategic preferences may affect this process as well.
Effects of regulatory focus. Various types of counterfactual thinking exist, but one broad
distinction involves additive counterfactuals concerning the reversal of previous inaction (if
only I had acted, things might have gone better), versus subtractive counterfactuals concerning the reversal of previous actions (if only I had not acted, things would not be so
bad). Because additive counterfactuals allow the mental correction of missed opportunities
for gain, they represent a more eager strategy of counterfactual thinking. In contrast,
because subtractive counterfactuals allow the correction of mistakes that resulted in loss,
they represent a more vigilant strategy of counterfactual thinking.
Consistent with this logic, when people consider hypothetical scenarios or recall personal behaviors that primarily activate promotion concerns, they tend to generate more
additive counterfactuals, whereas when they read scenarios or recall behaviors that primarily activate prevention concerns, they tend to generate more subtractive counterfactuals (Roese, Hur, & Pennington, 1999; see also Molden, Lucas, Gardner, Dean, &
Knowles, 2009). Overall, research on counterfactual thinking has generally suggested that
subtractive counterfactuals are more common and that mistaken actions inspire more
regret (Roese, 1997). However, these findings demonstrate that strategic preferences alter
these typical circumstances, leading additive counterfactuals to be more common, and to
cause greater regret, when individuals are promotion-focused (see also Camacho, Higgins,
& Lugar, 2003).
Effects of regulatory mode. Whereas strategic preferences associated with promotion or prevention concerns influence what type of counterfactuals people predominantly generate,
strategic preferences associated with locomotion or assessment concerns influence how
many counterfactuals people generate overall. Counterfactual thinking produces an
analysis of past decisions intended to allow better decisions in the future (Roese, 1997).
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Therefore, increased motivations to analyze and evaluate one’s decisions should generally
increase counterfactual thinking, whereas increased motivations to ‘‘move on’’ after decisions should decrease counterfactual thinking. Consistent with this logic, both when considering hypothetical scenarios and when recalling personal behaviors, chronically
assessment-focused individuals generated more counterfactuals and displayed more regret
than chronically locomotion-focused individuals (Pierro et al., 2008).
Trade-offs between fast and accurate information processing
Across many areas of psychology, research has examined when and why people
emphasize either speed or accuracy during decision-making (e.g., Miller & Vernon, 1997;
Revelle & Leon, 1985). That is, although the best decisions are both fast and accurate,
people are often forced to sacrifice one to prioritize the other. Moreover, which priority
they choose will determine whether they are more likely to make more errors of commission by processing information too quickly or more errors of omission by not progressing quickly enough. Several studies have examined how different strategic
preferences influence this choice.
Effects of regulatory focus. Analogous to considering more alternatives during judgment,
faster processing and a higher quantity of output increases opportunities for finding
correct answers while risking the commission of more mistakes. Analogous to considering fewer alternatives during judgment, accurate processing and a higher quality of
output increases the elimination of incorrect answers while risking failure to completely review the available information and the omission of correct answers. Thus,
Förster, Higgins, and Bianco (2003) examined whether, analogous to the studies
reviewed above (Liberman et al., 2001; Molden & Higgins, 2004, 2008), promotion
concerns create a greater focus on speed, whereas prevention concerns create a greater
focus on accuracy. On several motor-performance and information-processing tasks,
chronic or temporarily promotion-focused individuals did indeed perform faster, but
with lower accuracy. In contrast, chronic or temporarily prevention-focused individuals
performed more slowly but with greater accuracy. Moreover, these strategic-preference
effects increased in strength at the end of the task, indicating that, as with other types
of outcome-related motivations, the motivational intensity of strategic preferences
increases as goals near completion (Lewin, 1935; see also Touré-Tillery & Fishbach,
2011).
Effects of regulatory mode. Concerns with locomotion versus assessment can also affect the
prioritization of fast or accurate information processing. Prioritizing faster processing should
increase feelings of progress, and thus be preferred by locomotion-focused individuals,
whereas prioritizing more accurate processing should increase feelings of thoroughness, and
thus be preferred by assessment-focused individuals. These effects were shown by Mauro,
A. Pierro, Higgins, and Kruglanski (2009), who had individuals perform a group decisionmaking task in which everyone in the group possessed different pieces of information that
needed to be shared to find the correct solution. Groups in which locomotion concerns
were temporarily activated made faster, but less accurate decisions, as is consistent with strategic preferences that favor progress. In contrast, groups in which assessment concerns were
temporarily activated made slower, but more accurate decisions as is consistent with strategic
preferences that favor exhaustive analysis (see also Mannetti et al., 2009).
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Knowledge activation and recall
One of the most pervasive effects of outcome-related motivations on thinking and reasoning concerns the selective recall and activation of motivationally relevant information
from memory (Balcetis, 2008; Molden & Higgins, 2005, forthcoming). When focused on
goals to maintain feelings of esteem or belonging, people bring to mind information that
supports these feelings and helps them accomplish these goals (Gardner, Pickett, &
Knowles, 2005; Tesser, 2000). Studies of strategy-related motivations have similarly
examined how such motivations affect the selective activation of knowledge that supports
and furthers the use of these strategies.
Effects of regulatory focus. In one study illustrating these effects, after reading about the
experiences of a hypothetical person who used of both eager, promotion-relevant strategies
(e.g., waking up early to be on time for a favorite class) and vigilant, protection-relevant
strategies (e.g., being careful not to enroll in classes that conflicted with other desired activities), chronically promotion-focused individuals better recalled instances of eager versus
vigilant behavior, whereas the reverse was true for chronically prevention-focused individuals (Higgins, Roney, Crowe, & Hymes, 1994). Similarly, in another study, chronically
promotion-focused individuals better recalled a target person’s eager experiences with both
the presence and absence of gains (e.g., finding $20 on the street or missing a movie that he
wanted to see, respectively), whereas chronically prevention-focused individuals better
recalled a target person’s vigilant experiences with both the presence and absence of losses
(e.g., being stuck in a crowded subway or getting a day off from a particularly arduous class
schedule, respectively; Higgins & Tykocinski, 1992).
Another classic effect of outcome preferences on the activation of information in
working memory concerns the retention of knowledge following goal-completion. Once
goals are completed, goal-relevant information often fades quickly to free people’s limited
cognitive resources for new objectives (Lewin 1935). Yet, sustained activation of goal-relevant information could facilitate the re-initiation of a particular goal if again becomes
centrally important. Because promotion-focused individuals prefer eager strategies related
to advancement, they should be primarily concerned with finding new opportunities for
gain following goal-completion and less likely to show continued activation of information related to this previous goal, as is the case in Lewin’s classic findings. In contrast,
because prevention-focused individuals prefer vigilant strategies related to maintaining
security, they should be primarily concerned with ensuring that they are not caught
unprepared if a completed goal arises again and, unlike the classic findings, more likely to
show continued activation of information related to this previous goal.
These propositions were supported in studies by Hedberg and Higgins (2011), who
asked chronically promotion-focused or prevention-focused individuals to view a series of
images and identify how often a picture of eyeglasses was followed by a picture of scissors. Thus, the concept ‘‘eyeglasses’’ signaled the possibility of goal-completion and
should have been highly active in working memory during the task; however, because
the concept of eyeglasses was also highly specific to the task, its activation should have
faded once the task was over. In a subsequent task, promotion-focused individuals were
relatively slow in responding to words related to eyeglasses as early as 1 minute after the
identification task, which indeed indicated the decreased activation of this concept in
memory. In contrast, prevention-focused individuals were still relatively fast to respond
to such words up to 15 minutes later, indicating sustained activation of the concept in
memory.
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Effects of regulatory mode. Although no studies have yet examined how regulatory mode
influences knowledge activation and recall, the effects might mirror those of regulatory
focus. Locomotion-focused individuals could show greater accessibility in memory of
instances when they or someone else implemented successive elimination strategies,
whereas assessment-oriented individuals could show greater accessibility for instances
when they or someone else implemented exhaustive comparison strategies. Furthermore,
locomotion-focused individuals may show decreased activation of information following
goal-completion to facilitate their movement to other goals and states, whereas assessment-oriented individuals may show sustained activation of information following goalcompletion to facilitate its potential use in later comparisons. These and other effects of
regulatory mode on knowledge activation should be explored in future research.
Summary, Implications, and Future Directions
In sum, several continuing programs of research have demonstrated that, beyond the
effects on thinking and reasoning of preferences for particular judgment outcomes, there
are additional effects of preferences for using particular judgment strategies. Whether
such strategic preferences arise from concerns with promotion versus prevention or
locomotion versus assessment, they influence: (a) the generation and endorsement of
alternatives across a variety of judgment processes, (b) the nature and extent of counterfactual thinking, (c) the prioritization of fast versus accurate information processing, and
(d) and the content and duration of knowledge activation and recall. Furthermore, it is
important to note that many of the studies reviewed above included measures of participants’ motivations for general information-processing outcomes, such as priorities for
accuracy or certainty, and the effects of regulatory focus and regulatory mode remained
when statistically controlling for these additional motivations. Thus, the strategic preferences examined in this research were not just a proxy for a broader class of outcome
motivations and appear to have independent effects on what cognitive processes are initiated, how thoroughly these processes are implemented, and how the information that
is gathered is ultimately utilized (see Molden & Higgins, 2005, forthcoming).
One primary implication of the additional perspective on motivated thinking offered
by considering strategic preferences is it suggests that at times people’s strategic preferences may not be fulfilled during judgment even if their outcome preferences are (cf.
Lind & Tyler, 1988). Although people should typically choose judgment strategies that
match their preferences, some situations or tasks may generally require greater use of
one type of strategy versus another. For example, one’s supervisor may demand constant innovation and the pursuit of multiple approaches to fulfill company objectives or,
instead, demand the use of proven techniques and careful analysis of how to proceed
on all projects. The regulatory fit or non-fit that occurs when people use strategies that
are or are not compatible with their motivated preferences, respectively, could thus
have its own effects on judgment (Higgins, 2000, 2008). Indeed, a fast-growing body
of research is showing that experiences of regulatory fit versus non-fit can increase
engagement and confidence during decision-making (e.g., Cesario & Higgins, 2008),
while at the same time increasing reliance on more heuristic or affect-based modes of
information processing (Koenig, Cesario, Molden, Kosloff, & Higgins, 2009). Thus, further exploring the impact that the regulatory fit emerging from one’s strategic preferences has on how people evaluate products or arguments, work well with others, and
perhaps even choose careers or romantic partners are important topics for future
research.
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Another important direction for future research on strategic preferences is examining
how these preferences not only affect judgments and evaluations independently of outcome preferences but might also interact with outcome preferences as well. Several recent
programs of research have begun to explore this question in different ways (Bohns &
Higgins, 2011; Bohns et al., 2011; Molden & Higgins, 2008; Scholer, Stroessner, &
Higgins, 2008; Scholer, Zou, Fujita, Stroessner, & Higgins, 2010). For example, several
studies by Scholer and colleagues have suggested that judgments and evaluations involving
information about threatening, rather than neutral or beneficial outcomes can alter how
people specifically pursue their broader strategic preferences. When considering threatening information, vigilant, prevention-focused strategies actually require a general alertness
to any and all possible sources of threat, whereas eager, promotion-focused strategies may
facilitate narrowed attention to the most pressing danger (cf. Mishra & Lalumière, 2010).
That is, in contrast to the effects of promotion or prevention concerns on the consideration of alternatives reviewed above, when situations create broad outcome-preferences
centered on threat-avoidance, to maximize their vigilance, prevention-focused individuals
appear attentive to all possible threats and are more likely to explore all possible tactics to
escape these threats, even if some threats turn out to be benign or some tactics are unsuccessful. Promotion-focused individuals, however, appear to eagerly attend to the most
salient and immediate alternative available, even if this tactic results in overlooking
another means of escaping the threat.
Another example of research investigating the interaction of strategic and outcome
preferences are the studies of Bohns and colleagues (Bohns & Higgins, 2011; Bohns
et al., 2011). Much previous research has shown that people more smoothly pursue joint
goals with others when both partners value and desire similar outcomes (see Berscheid,
1985). Although this type of compatibility has been shown to arise again and again from
similar outcome preferences, Bohns and colleagues found it that instead arises from
complementary (i.e., contrasting) strategic preferences. When considering both hypothetical
interactions and their own personal romantic relationships, promotion-focused individuals
preferred, were more satisfied with, and more committed to prevention-focused rather
than promotion-focused partners, whereas prevention-focused individuals preferred promotion-focused rather than prevention-focused partners. In addition to this novel effect
for strategic as compared to outcome preferences, results also revealed that complementary strategic preferences only increased compatibility when partners felt that they valued
similar overall outcomes. That is only when in concert with their partner on what ultimate outcome they were pursuing did individuals appear to value their partner’s choice
to adopt a different approach while pursuing this outcome and not worry that these differences signaled different priorities. Thus, only by considering the joint implications of
both outcome and strategic preferences were Bohns and colleagues able to find evidence
for the potential benefits of both similar and contrasting motivations between relationship
partners. Overall, these separate research programs by Bohns and Scholer (see also
Molden & Higgins, 2008) further illustrate the importance of considering strategic as well
as outcome preferences when investigating motivated thinking and demonstrate the
broader implications strategic preferences can have for judgment and behavior.
To conclude, this article has further documented the pervasiveness of motivational
influences on a wide variety of judgment processes by highlighting an alternate source of
these influences. In addition to caring about what they are trying to accomplish, people
also care about how exactly they go about pursuing these accomplishments, and much
research has now illustrated that these latter strategic preferences can affect judgment
processes as much as the former preferences for the outcome itself. Further investigation
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of the role played in thinking and reasoning by motivations arising from each of these
types of preference, as well as their combination, could not only benefit the study of
motivated cognition, but also cognitive science as a whole.
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